
SKIN PREPARATION

Cleanse with equal amounts of Creamy Milk Cleanser and Citrus Gel Cleanser. Rinse thoroughly with warm water and 

4x4 gauze. 

Pat skin dry.

Using 2-3 drops of warmed Hydrating Grape Seed Serum, smooth onto entire face, neck and eye area; wrap face in a hot 

compress for 2-3 minutes. Let product absorb and remain on skin.

ENZYME APPLICATION

Dispense 1/2 tsp. of Papaya Tangerine Enzyme and 1/2 tsp. of Cherry Jubilee Enzyme into glass beaker. Apply to skin 

evenly with firm, square brush; let set on skin for several minutes then begin manual massage using gloved hands.

Apply hot compress for the last few minutes of enzyme application then continue with more massage. Steam may be 

used to keep cream soft.

Rinse thoroughly with warm water and 4x4 gauze. Pat skin dry.

BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING APPLICATION

Apply 2-3 pumps of Mandelic Arginine Peel to skin. 

Apply 2-3 pumps of Drop of Essence and massage into face and neck. Create your own cocktail – depending on skin 

type, blend some of your favorite

RA serums and smooth in for a luxurious facial massage. Let product absorb and remain on skin.

Creamy Milk Cleanser

Citrus Gel Cleanser

Hydrating Grape Seed Serum

Papaya Tangerine Enzyme

Cherry Jubilee Enzyme

Mandelic Arginine Peel

Drop of Essence 

Milk Mask

Chocolate Antioxidant Mask

Blushed Wine Gel

Daytime Defense SPF30

Whether you offer as an individual experience, a couples treatment, or as a 
gift certificate with a box of chocolates, your clients will fall in love with the 
Sweetheart Facial. With enticing aromas and delightful hot and cold sensations, 
this luxury treatment will give your clients glowing results!

SWEETHEART FACIAL
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PRODUCTS USED



MASK APPLICATION

Dispense 1/2 tsp. of chilled Milk Mask and 1/2 tsp of Chocolate Antioxidant Mask into glass beaker. Apply evenly to 

face and neck using firm, square brush. Lay two unfolded 4x4 gauze, dampened with cool water, on the upper and 

lower portions of the face. Roll Ice Globes over face for several minutes.

Wrap face in a hot compress and let remain until cool (about 10 minutes). Mix 1-2 pumps of Hydrating Grape Seed 

Serum and Drop of Essence and apply to decollete using effleurage movements.

Continue with relaxing upper body massage (shoulders, arms, and hands).

Rinse with warm water and 4x4 gauze. Pat skin dry.

FINISHING APPLICATION

Apply 1-2 pumps of Blushed Wine Gel and let remain on skin.

Finish with a thin layer of Daytime Defense SPF30 for daytime protection.
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